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BACKGROUND
Attracting and cultivating new and repeat consumers to expand plant
consumption and increase sales is an ongoing challenge to the floriculture industry.
Developing novel and desirable plant products that will attract new and existing
consumers is vital to achieve this goal. Identifying consumer preferences and the
factors that motivate plant purchases is needed to gauge the success of new plant
products.
In recent years, mixed containers for patios and outdoor landscapes have
become a highly successful commodity and have moved from being a trend to
becoming a mainstay in garden centers and big box stores. To date, there have been
limited efforts to bring the mixed container concept to the consumers of interior potted
plants. This is mainly due to the fact that the proper combinations of plants to serve this
purpose have not been put together in the industry.
This pilot study was conducted to examine consumer preferences for indoor
mixed containers for holiday and/or seasonal use. It consisted of various mixtures of
coleus, bedding plants, and poinsettias. Seeking a new indoor potted plant instead of a
traditional one like chrysanthemum, kalanchoe, or lily, we chose to place potted coleus
in each arrangement due to their extraordinary array of leaf colors, leaf shapes. and
plant forms. Coleus is mainly used in the landscape or in outdoor mixed containers.
However, like a chrysanthemum, it performs equally as well as an indoor potted plant,
as our postharvest screening tests have determined.
Our objective was to present consumers with various mixed containers to
determine if they would use them in their home for decoration. We were also interested
in determining the potential use of coleus as an indoor plant and to determine which
characteristics of coleus plants and mixed containers are most desirable to consumers.
MATERIAL & METHODS
Several types and sizes of mixed containers were assembled when plants were
either at marketable stage, flowering, or at an appropriate size for the designs. Various
plant combinations were arranged and placed in baskets or plastic tubs. Each holiday
or seasonally themed container had a complimentary holiday basket color and/or prop
used to accentuate the specific holiday (Figure 1). For example, a red basket was used
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for a Christmas display and an American Flag was placed in the pot for a Fourth of July
holiday arrangement.
The mixed containers were arranged so each of the four seasons was
represented. Most mixed arrangements, however, had a Christmas theme and used a
combination of poinsettias and coleus. We also included an arrangement that had a
spring theme (Mother’s Day, Easter) with bedding plants (pansy, marigold, lobelia)
combined with coleus in a white basket presented with a bird house. The third type of
arrangement had a Fourth of July theme using a red coleus and blue lobelia with a small
American flag in the pot. An arrangement showing a fall/Thanksgiving theme using
mixed coleus varieties was also included.

Fig 1. Examples of the mixed containers used to represent each of the four seasons for the
consumer survey.

The mixed containers were displayed at the 2012 University of Florida Poinsettia
Field Day and Student Sale. They were placed on two benches inside our greenhouse
along with over one hundred poinsettia varieties. The general public, University
community, and master gardeners participated in the field day. A survey was presented
to participants, who after choosing their favorite poinsettia varieties from several
groupings, answered questions on the mixed containers and coleus displays.
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The information derived from identifying consumer preferences assists in the
development of novel and desirable plant products. It also assists in attracting new and
existing customers. By providing a unique niche in the market, sales and profit can be
increased throughout the floral industry.
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